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Temple Hours (Temple Closed) President’s Message 
Mon - Fri: 

7:00 AM - 1:30 PM 

6:15 PM - 9:00 PM 

Sat, Sun & Holidays: 

7:30 AM - 9:00 PM 

Jai Jinendra and Sadar Pranam, 

SEASONS GREETINGS! May the holiday season 
bring joy and gratitude. Happy Holidays! 

We are pleased to publish another content 
rich issue of Darpan. In this publication we have 
extensively covered Diwali Cultural Program 
“Deep Jale, Bhav Jal Tale” together with 
Southern California Center; JCNC Mahavir 
Nirvana Day celebrations; updates from the BOD 
Jiv Daya Committee, recognition of Captain 
Bhumika Jain US Army; website redesign 
project; election results, Ayambil Oli Tap etc. 

JCNC congratulates Sudhanshu “Suds” Jain on 
election to Santa Clara City Council. We wish Sudhanshuji continued electoral success. 

During December 12 -14, 2020, JAINA, the Jain Center of Greater Boston, and Sir John 
Templeton Foundation will hold a virtual International Symposium on “Jainism and 
Mathematics - Ancient Wisdom Meets the Modern Age”. You will find details of the 
program in Darpan. 

Under Santa Clara County Order we have closed Jain Bhawan. Please stay safe and follow 
prescribed COVID protocols. 

Dr Sanjay Gupta, CNN aptly said “we need to be physically distant, but we don’t need to be 
socially isolated.” We are here for you, building community while we are forced to be 
apart, due to COVID-19. 

Live Darshan is available 24/7 at jcnc.org. 

Sincerely, 

Biren Shah 

JCNC President 
M: (408) 206-9049 
E-mail: president@jcnc.org

Puja Times 

Abhishek & Dev Guru Shastra Puja: 

Mon - Fri: 7:05 AM, 

Sat, Sun & Holidays: 8:05 AM 

Pakshal & Puja: 

Mon - Fri: 7:20 AM, 

Sat, Sun & Holidays: 7:50 AM 

Asthaprakari puja: 

Mon - Fri: 8:00 AM, 

Sat, Sun & Holidays: 8:30 AM 

Aarti & Mangal Divo: 

Everyday 7:45 PM 

Executive Committee 

Biren Shah 

President 

Rikesh Shah 

VP of Religious Programs 

Manhar Shah 

VP of Finance & Treasurer 

Ritaben Shah 

VP of Education 

http://www.jcnc.org/
http://www.jcnc.org/livedarshan/gabharadarshan
mailto:president@jcnc.org


Mudit Khasgiwala 

VP of Technology & Systems 

Farewell Message from BOD Chair 

Jai Jinendra! 

Thank you for giving me the privilege to serve JCNC. JCNC went through a very difficult 

time this year. We not only survived but strived. It has been a year to find out what is 

important for us in difficult times. 

JCNC celebrated Paryushan, anniversary and so many other programs virtually. Our 

community responded positively and participated with gusto. I have missed not seeing our 

community. 

We have to work hard to welcome our American born second generation by giving them 

respect and programs so they will join us to make JCNC a true community place for ever. 

We have to practice tolerance and respect as Anekantwad and Ahimsa are our Jain 

principles. 

I want to thank all the BOD and EC members who served JCNC with selfless volunteer work 

and have always supported JCNC. 

As a JCNC BOD Chair, my fiduciary duty at JCNC is to make sure JCNC is safe. I humbly seek 

forgiveness from all of you for hurting your feelings anytime knowingly or unknowingly. 

The JCNC is a true example of unity. 

Once again thank you. 

Stay safe and well. 

Warm Regards, 
Shobha Vora 
JCNC BOD Chair 2020 

Rajeev Jain 

VP of PR & Memberships 

Ravi Shah 

VP of Cultural 

Deepak Shah 

VP of Private Events 

Padmesh Parekh 

Co VP of Religious Programs 

Ravi Vora 

Co VP of Finance & Treasurer 

Nishant Sabadra 

Co VP of Education 

Devkumar Gandhi 

Co VP of Facilities Administration 

Milan Shah 

Co VP of Private Events 

“Deep Jale, Bhav Jal Tale” - JCNC &JCSC Joint Diwali Cultural Program 

On Sat Nov 7, for the first time in the history Jain Centers of Northern California (JCNC) and Jain Centers of Southern California 

(JCSC), organized joint virtual Diwali Cultural programs “Deep Jale, Bhav Jal Tale”. Various cultural programs were themed 

around the Diwali days – Dhan Teras, Kali Chaudas, Nutan Varsh and Gyan Pancham – and explained importance of each of these 

days. Talents from both centers presented a highly captivating variety of Mahavir Nirvana Day themed programs. 

Emcees Vaishali Jain and Mahesh Jain made the program lively thru hilarious and meaningful skits. 

You can watch the program over YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzrCzXHbod0 

Through the joint programs JCNC and JCSC imbibed values of Diwali and its true meaning in our youths. Both centers tried to 

create a platform to exchange good programs between the Centers and Learn & spread the value of Jainism across Centers. Joint 

program also helped create a learning environment for our NexGen youths. 

JCNC creative team was led by Deven Shah who was also writer, director, and producer of the main JCNC program. Cultural 

programs were very immersive and use of technology, lights, sound, and captivating performance has made it very meaningful. 

But, behind it there was a serious message of Bhagwan Mahavir. 

Dr Jayesh Shah, President JCSC and Biren Shah, President JCNC are thankful to the EC and BOD of both centers, volunteers, 

program leads, coordinators, emcees, and performers for untiring efforts. Program was broadcast both on YouTube and Zoom. 

Please click on the link for full list of volunteers from both centers who made this event possible. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d6Tcazzzu050wy2O5UOSVU9Jt5SS-Haf/view?usp=drive_web 

Our special thanks to Ravi Shah, VP of Cultural and Mudit Khasgiwala, VP of Technology for their untiring efforts. 

It is better to win over self, than to win over a million enemies.
-Mahavir

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzrCzXHbod0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d6Tcazzzu050wy2O5UOSVU9Jt5SS-Haf/view?usp=drive_web


JCNC recognizes Captain Bhumika Jain, US Army 

Jain Center of Northern California (JCNC) recognized Captain Bhumika Jain 

as an active member of the US Army and the first person from JCNC and 

first woman from California Jain diaspora to serve in military services. A 

Dentist by qualification, Captain Bhumika Jain broke traditional barriers for 

a woman and chose a different career path when she was commissioned in 

December 2019 as a Captain in the US army. 

Recognition event took 

place on November 14 

during JCNC Mahavir 

Nirvana Day celebrations. Prem Jain, past JAINA and JCNC President lauded 

the services of Captain Bhumika Jain in defense of our homeland security. 

Prem Jain recalled that 

“Bhumika wears many 

hats and leads a life full 

of passion and 

conviction. Let us salute all of our Jain brothers and sisters who are 

currently serving in the US armed forces. My understanding is that we have 

around 10 fellow Jains who are part of the US Navy, Air Force, or Army. 

They are providing a service to our nation and we are indebted to their 

courage for serving their country.” 

In her speech, Shobhaben Vora, BOD Chair, called her “a trailblazer Jain 

committed to serve our country.” 

Biren Shah, JCNC President stated that “Captain Bhumika proved that the 

word impossible is not in the vocabulary of Jains, and in future we will see 

many more Bhumikas 

in military services 

from our youths.” 

Captain Bhumika Jain 

receives a plaque of felicitation messages from the JCNC Presidents and 

BOD Chairs and a book “An introduction to Jain Philosophy” signed by 

author Parveen Jain, PhD. 

JCNC salutes Captain Bhumika Jain, US Army for her services. 

Mahavir Nirvana Day Updates 

On Nov 14 JCNC celebrated Mahavir Nirvana Day event. Due to COVID this year program was virtual. Deven Shah and Ravi Shah, 

VP of Cultural led the cultural programs. Event started with the Gautam Vilaap performed by Pravinbhai Turakhia. All programs 

were very captivating. 

JCNC recognized trailblazer Captain Bhumika Jain, US Army. We have covered this event in detail in the Darpan. 

Shobhaben Vora, BOD Chair provided Board updates while Biren Shah, President provided EC updates. This year we invited YJA 

leadership to the event and Shilpi Shah, YJA West Lead provided YJA updates. Yogesh Bapna, Kirit Bavishi and Sunil Ranka are 

JCNC representatives on JAINA Board of Directors. Sunil Ranka Provided JAINA Updates. All the updates are posted on JCNC 

website. 

Vipul Kothari provided Elections Committee updates. 

We are thankful to everyone for making it a memorable event. 



JCNC New Website Design Project 

JCNC Board of Directors approved website redesign project. BOD objective is to create a visually stunning and appealing JCNC 

website providing high degree of engagement to visitors by using latest technology in VFX, UX, font, deep color scheme and 

intuitively laid out the website which is secured but easy to maintain in the backend. 

BOD has appointed Mudit Khasgiwala to lead the website redesign project. Website is designed by Apex Global Solutions, 

Glendora CA. BOD is thankful to Jigar Shah, CEO Apex Global for their voluntary services. Apex Global has designed website of 

Jain Center of Southern California and also provided services to JAINA. Please visit https://www.apexglobalsolutions.com for 

more about web design firm. 

Apex Global is also designing professional email templates for JCNC outbound PR communications using mail chimp services. 

During Nov 14 Mahavir Nirvana Day celebrations website project was unveiled. Project lead Mudit Khasgiwala will regularly 

provide status updates.  

Jiv Daya Committee Update 

JCNC Jivdaya Committee is pleased to provide report of their activities: 

In 2019: 

 Initial effort of the committee was to obtain up-to-date financial information from all Panjarapole/Animal Sanctuaries and

to determine their eligibility to receive foreign funds (for Indian organizations). Several of the Indian organizations (who

had received funds in the past) did not have or had not renewed their registration under the Foreign Contribution

https://www.apexglobalsolutions.com/


Regulation Act, 2010 and hence they were dropped. 

 Effort was made to find new animal sanctuaries in the USA, particularly in the Bay Area, who meet JCNC requirements. We

also looked at how they promoted animal welfare to the general public through volunteer opportunities and visitations.

The committee qualified four additional sanctuaries and they were added to the list.

 To promote the concept of animal welfare (supported through their natural life) in the USA, the committee made the

decision to distribute about 50% of the funds to the US based organizations and 50% to the Indian organizations.

In 2020: 

 Due to Corona virus pandemic creating a dire situation for animal sanctuaries, the committee decided to go ahead and

distribute the funds to the same organizations as last year without adding delay to find new organizations in the same

proportion as last year.

 This year $78,299 Jivdaya funds were distributed which was collected during 2019 of which $42,161 was sent to the US

based animal sanctuaries and $36,138 to the India based Panjarapole.

 Online fund transfer facilities were utilized to cut down the time, effort, and cost.

 We have $14,000 in undistributed Jivdaya funds (due to one Indian Panjarapole not being able to receive the funds due to

non-compliance with FCRA rules).

Sr. No. Name of Panjarapole or Organization Amount (USD) 

1 Animal Place $4,583 

2 Farm Sanctuary $5,499 

3 Goatland Sanctuary $4,583 

4 Luvin Arms Animal Sanctuary $9,165 

5 PreetRang Sanctuary $9,165 

6 Sasha Farm $4,583 

7 Sweet Farm $4,583 

Jiv Daya fund disbursed to the USA based org. $42,161 

8 Jiv Daya Charitable Trust $6,023 

9 Mandal Mahajan Panjarapole $6,023 

10 Shree Mahavir Gaushala $6,023 

11 Shree Morbi Panjarapole $6,023 

12 Shree Radhanpur Khodadhor $6,023 

13 The Bombay Humatarian $6,023 

Jiv Daya fund disbursed to India based Panjarapole $36,138 

Total Jiv Daya Fund Disbursed in FY 2020 $78,299 

Please donate generously towards Jiv Daya. 

Girish Shah Chair, JCNC Jivdaya Committee 

Navpad Ayambil Oli 

Ayambil Oli Tap was performed during Oct 21 to 31. Pdt. Vishalbhai L Dharamshi daily provided captivating lectures during 

Ayambil Aradhana. A total of 649 Ayambil Aradhana were performed by Tapasvis. JCNC distributed 698 to-go box of freshly 

cooked hot food items to Ayambil Tapasvis. We also distributed dry food items from India for Ayambil. Each Tapasvi was given a 

book on Ayambil Oli Aradhana. 

Rikeshbhai Shah, Padmeshbhai Parekh, Kavitaben Parekh and Amiben Shah made excellent arrangements for COVID protocol 

compliant Ayambil Oli event. For the convenience of the community, a local food distribution center was set up at five different 

locations. 

Shri Navpadji Pooja to celebrate Ayambil Oli was virtually organized on Oct 31. Shri Atmasiddhi Shashtra Rachana Din and Janma 

Jayanti of P.P.Shri Laghuraj Swami (Prabhushriji) were celebrated on Nov 1. 

JCNC is thankful to all volunteers for a successful Ayambil event. 



JCNC in the News 

On Oct 25 JCNC organized COVID frontilne healthcare professionals 

recognition event. News was covered by Gujarat Samachar print 

and online editions. 

Symposium on Jainism and Mathematics 

Ancient Wisdom Meets the Modern Age 

During December 12 -14, 2020, The Federation of Jain Associations in North America (JAINA), the Jain Center of Greater Boston, 

and Sir John Templeton Foundation will hold a virtual International Symposium on ancient Jain Mathematics. 

Ancient Jain literature (400 BC – 1000 AD) contains advanced mathematical treatises on number theory, set theory, theory of 

series and sequences, combinatorics, logarithms, trigonometry, as well as the concepts of infinity, and zero. Such mathematical 

works are not readily evident in the ancient Jain texts, rather it is deeply embedded in small details of Karma theories, the 

universe (cosmology), and the Jain study of celestial bodies (astronomy).  

Over the past century, scholars across the world are only beginning to publish these ancient mathematical discoveries in 

research papers and books. The Symposium on Jainism and Mathematics hopes to bring out the distinct features of Jain 

Mathematics and its contributions. Moreover, the symposium aims to serve as a catalyst for discussion spanning beyond Jainism 

to other Eastern and Western faiths, traditions, and their interactions with science and mathematics.  

Event Details: Dates: 12, 13 and 14th of December 2020 

Timing (every day) USA & CANADA

9.00am to 12.15 pm (EST) Please join at the Zoom link by clicking here. 

8.00am to 11.15 am (CST) 

6.00 am to 9.15 am (PST) 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87674640939?pwd=WjRPUTYzdUZMRFNtVERIY3dQWjM5dz09


Harish Gandhi, Office Admin 

Harish Gandhi has joined JCNC as Office Admin (part time). 

Harishbhai retired from Philips Lighting, Salina KS where he worked in various engineering positions. 
He holds BS degree in Mechanical Engineering (BSME) from Northeastern University, Boston, MA. 
Few years back Harishbhai moved to the Bay Area, and he lives in Santa Clara, CA. 

Harishbhai will help in smooth running of JCNC operations. 

He can be reached via email harish@jcnc.org M: (785) 342-1603. 

JCNC Elections 2020 Results 

TO: JCNC GENERAL MEMBERSHIP BODY 

Jai Jinendra and Shubh Deepavali to all JCNC members, 

The JCNC 2020 Election Committee is pleased to announce that the following candidates were elected for the positions 

mentioned, for the term starting from 2021. This result was also announced during Mahavir Nirvana Day virtual zoom program 

on November 14, 2020. 

Out of 1,304 eligible member families (~2,200 eligible votes), 789 people casted their vote for JCNC Elections 2020 (783 Online 

Votes, 5 over Zoom meeting and 1 In-Person Vote). 

Approx. 124+ Member families were not eligible to vote this Year because they enrolled or renewed their JCNC membership 

after June 1st. Please be reminded that per JCNC Bylaws, JCNC annual membership is for the calendar Year irrespective of when 

you enroll/renew. “To be eligible to vote and run for the EC or BOD positions, a member must be invalid paid status with 

membership dues paid before June 1st of the same Year. "Life Members are always eligible to vote and run for the positions as 

per the requisite." 

Elected candidates are as follows (Listed in alphabetical order by first name) 

Board of Directors (BOD) Positions: 

The majority of the receiving votes of the general membership body elected the following BOD positions. 

Position: Benefactor Board of Director [3 Year term] (2 Seats) Elected: Bipin A. Shah, Yogendra Bobra 

Position: Benefactor Board of Director [2 Year term] (1 Seat) Elected: Prerana Saraiya 

Position: Benefactor Board of Director [1 Year term] (1 Seat) Elected: Girish Shah 

Position: BOD - Community Representative (2 Year Term) (5 Seats) Elected members for this position are: 

Kirit Bavishi, Mittal Kothari, Pravin Turakhia, 

Umesh Sagar, Yogesh Bapna 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (EC) POSITIONS 

Position: VP of Cultural (1 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Sharad Dadbhawala 

Position: VP of Food Department (1 Year Term) (1 Seat) 

Position: VP of Membership and Public Relations (1 Year Term) (1 Seat) 

Elected: Mihir Doctor 

Elected: Hetan Shah 

Position: VP of Technology and Systems (1 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Bipin Nepani 

Position: Co-VP of Cultural (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) 

Position: Co-VP of Education (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) 

Position: Co-VP of Finance & Treasurer (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) 

Elected: Kamalesh Dungarmal Jain 

Elected: Nayan Jain 

Elected: Bharat Kamdar 

Position: Co-VP of Food Department (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Nirav Gala 

Position: Co-VP of Membership and Public Relations (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Ravi Shah 

mailto:harish@jcnc.org


Position: Co-VP Private Events (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Niranjan Patel  

Position: Co-VP of Religious Programs (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Nikunj Mehta 

Position: Co-VP of Technology and Systems (2 Year Term) (1 Seat) Elected: Prakash Jain  

The following EC positions have no eligible nominations at this time.  

Co-VP of Facilities Administration (2 Year Term) (1 Seat)  

The Election Committee has unanimously voted to defer open EC positions to the EC of the upcoming term to nominate and 

select suitable candidates (as applicable) and to the Board of Directors of the upcoming term for approval thereof and as 

applicable. All of the eligibility requirements for EC/BOD positions per JCNC 3rd Amended Bylaws would be applicable for the 

open position.  

Certified by JCNC 200 Election Committee 

Vipul Kothari (Chair), Kiran Shah (Co-Chair), Utpal Mehta, Pranay Shah, Giriraj Jain, Bijal Vakil (General Counsel) 

Sudhanshu “Suds” Jain Elected Santa Clara City Council 

Sudhanshu “Suds” Jain was elected to the Santa Clara City Council this month. He has been an 
active member of the Northern California Jain community since 2000 when he served on the 
building committee to construct our Milpitas Temple. He was a strong advocate of installing a 
lot of technology in the Bhawan, from ethernet to sound systems to cameras in the Garbara.  

Sudhanshu’s parents, Subodh and Saroj from Davis Calif., participated in the Jain Milan 
programs in the 1970s. That program eventually became the Jain Center of Northern 
California. It was at these programs held in people’s homes that Sudhanshu met Professor 
P.S. Jaini who has had a great influence on him. Prem Jain also strongly influenced him and 
Sudhanshu participated in the first Youth Jain Conference at Stanford University in 1992 that 
was organized by Prem Jain. 

After working for 25 years as a chip designer in New Jersey and Silicon Valley, Sudhanshu decided to retire in 2008 to devote 
himself fulltime to mitigating climate change. He joined many environmental organizations like Citizens Climate Lobby, 350.org, 
Climate Reality Project, Acterra and Sierra Club. He has also served on the Santa Clara planning commission for 5 years and has 
consistently advocated for more efficient buildings, more electric vehicle chargers, and more biking and walking. Sudhanshu has 
given talks to both youth and adult audiences at JAINA conventions on the climate crisis since the Houston convention in 2011. 

At the tenth anniversary of the Jain Bhawan, Sudhanshu heard from many speakers about extreme cruelty in the dairy industry 
and decided on that day to become vegan. As part of the Ahimsak Eco-Vegan committee of JAINA, he has promoted veganism 
among in our Jain community. As a board member of Acterra.org, Sudhanshu has helped to make plant-based food a priority 
program for the 50-year-old environmental organization. He is also working with the Santa Clara School Unified District (SCUSD) 
to make teaching about climate change a priority and to start having meat free lunches being served. 

A few years ago, Sudhanshu received a booklet from Citizens Climate Lobby which had statements from many faiths and faith-
based communities outlining their positions on climate change. There was no statement from the Jain community. Sudhanshu 
searched the internet and discovered L.M. Singhvi’s “Jain Declaration on Nature” written in 1990. This important document 
makes no mention of climate change. Sudhanshu teamed up with Dr. Jina Shah and other members of the Ahimsak Eco-Vegan 
committee to write the “Jain Declaration of the Climate Crisis” which was adopted by the JAINA Executive Committee in October 
2019. It is available on the JAINA website under education. All Jains and Jain centers are encouraged to endorse the declaration 
on the JAINA website. 

One of Sudhanshu’s key points in the Declaration is that Jain principles of Ahimsa and Aparigraha are key to solving our climate 
crisis and that Jains should be leading and advocating for climate solutions. Jains cannot sit idly by while half of the world 
mammals are going extinct and billions of animals are being burned in wildfires. While we won’t swat a fly or mosquito, our 
lifestyle choices of plastic wrapped food, homes and automobiles are indirectly causing much Himsa. Jain teaching says we are 
as guilty of indirect violence as direct violence. Ignorance is no excuse. Climate change should be part of the Pathshala 
curriculum taught to our children. 

JCNC congratulates Sudhanshu Jain on election to the Santa Clara City Council.    



History of Ayambil at JCNC 
Pravin Turakhia 

 

Ayambil Oli 'tap' (penance) is one of the 12 external tap (penance) Jains observe of NavpadOli called Ayambil Oli or Sashwati Oli 

tap that last for nine days, twice a year. The first one falls in the bright fortnight of Ashwina month (September/October) and 

the second during the bright fortnight of Chaitra month (March/April). It is exactly between Shukla Saptami (Seventh lunar day) 

to Purnima (Full moon day) in both Ashwina and Chaitra months.  

Navpad Oli starts in the middle of Navratri, Hindu festival of India. 

Jain performs Ayambil Tapa for nine days to salute these nine supreme posts in the universe. Ayambil is special type of fasting in 

that one eats only things made from grains, lentils, or grain flours that too once in a day. It is not permitted use of vegetables, 

fruits, any kind of oils, ghee, milk (all vigai) in any form, any kind of drinks except boiled water. Nor you can use any spices. Only 

permitted spices are, black peppers, hing, methi seeds, balwan or roasted salt and baking soda. Some people do consume ginger 

powder (soonth).  

Main purpose of it to give up the taste. Shrimad Rajchandra ji has said, 'સ્વાદનોત્યાગએજખરોત્યાગછે."  To give up the taste is in 

reality to give up most everything, a real tap.  

Lots of people are continuously doing Ayambil oli for many years. 

We have at the JCNC many shravaks and shravikas doing this tap for many years. JCNC has continuously managed to carry on 

this tap since we have had our temple, since the year 2000 and before. Before the temple, people used to do Ayambil on their 

own or sometimes gathered at some one's home to do Samuhik Ayambil. But the number was very small then. 

After 2000, once we got the dining facility at the temple, JCNC started to invite people to do it at the JCNC. In the beginning 

years 2000 to 2005, Dattaben Shah took the lead and managed and sponsored the Ayambil oli. In the initial year’s participation 

was low, may be 15 to 20 people which gradually started to increase. 

Then In 2005-2007 Chandraben Parekh took the lead. As time passed, more and more people started participating, with more 

sponsors took dharnalabh including on individual level with a donation of their own wish. 

The participant number reached 50-60 and at some times even more. 

From 2008 through 2017, from being helping hand to Chandraben, I, Pravin Turakhia, became the main lead for the Ayambil oli. 

It was becoming a more and more challenging job as number of participants started increasing, of all ages from 4 years to 75 

plus years, young and old, doing one or more to complete 9 days oli. At the same time volunteers help also started pouring in for 

cooking, serving, cleaning etc. It involved lots of things. Starting from planning a balanced and elaborate menu for 9 days and 

Parna day, keeping in mind the colors of grains as per the nine days of Navpadji and liking of the people. Then coming up with 

the quantity and the procurement of the groceries from various stores, cleaning them to make it readily available for cooking, 

ordering the dry stuff like Khakhara etc. from India to get them in time here. It was very important to start early in time to have 

it ready before noon, to start serving everyday with the recital of the Namokar Mantra, Pachchkhan and some announcements. 

At some points seating arrangements in the dinning was becoming challenging particularly over the weekends when participants 

cross over 125-140 plus the volunteer force of 15 to 20. Sometimes, even we had to run into 2 batches for a smooth operation. 

Parna were more interesting and very well welcomed after 9 days of having Ayambil food.Tapasvis used to come early to do 

their rituals and one day to participate in planned Navpadji puja. 

In 2018, I had to leave from my lead role due to my other engagements. We had hired help to carry out the cooking under a 



supervision of assigned volunteers by the EC religious committee which continued till the last Asso oli in October '20 which was 

uniquely done because of Corona pandemic. Unique in the sense with to go boxes due to the restrictions enforced by the county 

and state levels. Still, surprisingly, participants number was very good close to 80+.  

Chaitra Oli did not happen at the JCNC due to the beginning of the pandemic in March. 

Hoping that this COVID pandemic will get over by the next Chaitra Oli which starts on 19th April, '21 and I can come back again 

to volunteer to lead it. 

તપસ્વીનોજયજયકાર. 

Volunteer Sign-Up & Membership 
 

Click here to Sign Up as a Volunteer 

Click here for Membership Enrollment 

If you are not receiving JCNC emails, please write to pr@jcnc.org 

Darpan Team 

Darpan Advisor: Kamlesh Mehta 

Editor: Biren Shah 

Deputy Editor of Contents: Kushal Dagli 

Deputy Editor of Creative Arts & Design: Palak Shah 

PVSA Leader: Sunil Mehta 

Ex-officio: Rajeev Jain, VP of Membership & PR 

Your suggestions and feedback are important for enriching future issues of our Newsletter. 

Please write to the Darpan team via email at president@jcnc.org. 
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